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Constructing Third Space as an Attempt to Escape from
National Narrative*
Culture scholar and theorist Stewart Hall in his work “Modernity: The Introduction
to the Modern Societies” (1995) indicates that as a result of big epochal and local changes
“ the old identities which stabilized the social world for so long re decline given raise to
new identities an fragmenting the modern individual as a unified subject. This is so called
`crisis of identity: is seen as a part of a wider process of change which dislocating the central structures and processes of modern societies an undermining the frameworks which
gave individuals stable anchorage in the social world” (Hall 1995: 596).
We can say that now Georgian literature is going through such a stage. It seeks to
take its position in the global and specifically in the Western cultural context and create a
new, modernized national narrative. This is a rather difficult process. To achieve this goal
it should on the one hand extricate oneself from the colonial Soviet attitudes and practices
and on the other hand determine new values as underpinnings of new narratives. Bela Tsipuria in her book “Georgian Text in Post-Soviet Context” (2016) discussing the modern
Georgian literary process, argues, that in the Soviet space national identities were formed
in relationship with the political center. It involved binary positions of the center and the
periphery in the form of the official Soviet and the national cultural narratives. At the PostSoviet stage although Georgian cultural space stopped to produce Soviet-type culture, the
degree of effectiveness of the binary opposing national models also gradually decreased. It
became clear that the basic code and the socio-cultural models of Georgian culture needed
adaptation with new reality” (wifuria 2016: 49-50).
The adaptation process has not been smooth. The reason behind is the Soviet ideology formed under the colonial leadership that burdens the social culture. That ideology
involved spread of the values, which were dictated by the center and had the status of
unquestionable truths. The society was obliged to accept and share them. The ideology
was opposed by the resistant national discourse, which originated in local culture and was
full of the existential fear. Correspondingly, the literature gave cultural product which
was overloaded with self-preservation ideology. Its manifestations were the creation of a
hyperbolized version of the past, the imposition of special missions to the nation, etc. During the Soviet period in Georgia as in other countries of colonial experience of one type
or another, the literature discussed national identification issues in a diachronic aspect, in
relationship with the past and the history. Within this model value system was constructed
* This Publication was prepared with the financial support of Shota Rustaveli National Science Foundation
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as a continuous cycle of past-present-future. Literary texts of this type had been actual in
their aesthetic and ideological sense through the whole Soviet period. As Bela Tsipuria
points out, they have maintained their actuality in Post-Soviet years as well. Although today the official course of the country is towards pro-Western, liberal value-based civil society and the Soviet past is being excluded from culture and social life (ban on the Soviet
symbols, demolition of Stalin monument and establishment of theOccupation Museum),
the influence of the Soviet/colonialist ideology mechanisms on the socialconsciousness is
still evident. In our view one of the indicators for that is the attitudes of the society to its
past and national narratives.EshisNandy in his book `The Intimate Enemy: The Phsicology of Colonializm“ (1983) discusses the mechanisms of psychological influence, which
were used by the colonizers to affect the colonized cultures and societies. One of them is
the age-based categorization of the colonized cultures, which regards them to be at the adolescent stage of development. Adolescents need guardians, help to orientate, they cannot
make their own decisions and take the responsibility for those decisions. Therefore, they
can move to the adult stage of development only with the help of the colonizers. Soviet
colonization policies followed this methodology too. At the very beginning of Sovietization Soviet Russia undertook the enlightener’s functions, what in the end was of course
used to achieve the political domination. Under so called cultural revolution the Soviet
leaders dictated which values were true and compatible with the social identity, as well
as which should have been accepted and share. They offered the images of friends and
enemies. The society was deprived of the right to think critically and make choices. They
had to undoubtedly accept all Soviet/Socialist principles, which came from the center, as
universal and the only truths. The function of the literature and culture in general was to
disseminate them in terms of the respective cultural products.
As mentioned above, there also was a resistant national ideology in the local space.
Initially it had been weakly represented in literary texts, but later it became more active.
However as a result of the impact of colonialist policies on the social consciousness and
the ways it understood the reality and realized the world as a whole, the culture based on
local resistant ideology was also disseminated as a given paradigm and it also had the status of unquestionable truth. The society lacked the space and capabilities for critical discussion of the offered narratives, for thinking about its own identity. Therefore it accepted
the existing models as the only truth. Consequently the Soviet national narrative on the
idealized/hyperbolic lives of the Georgian historical figures and a special divine mission
of the Georgian nation was created. It told that the Georgian alphabet keeps the secrets of
the beginning and the end of the Universe, that the Georgian people are unique because
of their culture and many others. As HomiBhabha points out, it is always typical to the
colonized societies, that “Culture becomes as much an uncomfortable, disturbing practice
of survival and supplementarity – between art and politics past and present“(Bhabha1994
:75). By it the author means that the culture is overloaded with the products of “survival
ideology”. In our case this characteristics corresponds to the national narrative culture.
Since the post-Soviet stage this process has actually impeded the creation of a new, mod-
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ernized national narrative. In order to overcome these difficulties and adapt with the Western cultural process, a number of theories were created. They help to analyze peripheral
cultures and integrate them into a general global narrative. One of such methods is the
study of cultures considering spatiality, rather than national territories and ethnicity. Geocriticism developed by Bernard Westphal (2007) offers to study literature and culture by
means of the mentioned method. It connects literary studies with geographical spaces.
The notion of space is also actively used by Robert Telly. In “Spatiality” (2013) he points
out that “space and place are indeed historical and the changing spaces and perceptions of
space over time are crutil to an understanding of the importance of spatlity in literary and
cultural study today“. This method is applied by the studies of scientific fantastic, Utopia,
interrelationships pf historical time and space in literary texts. In addition to it “literary
caartographs or literary geography …operates precisely by virtue of specifically literary
nature of the project, and wtiting itself is a form of spatilization that depends upon the
reader`s acceptance of numerous conventions.”(Telly2013: 5).
Telly regards it appropriate to use this method for the analysis of the specific
experience of post-colonial countries, “the concept of temporality that had dominated
the period had lost much of its legitimacy an the weakiening of traditional historicity alongside the decoupling of time and progress has made possible the valorizing
rereading of space” (Telly2013:14). In addition to it in post-colonial countries there
“were revealed to be matters of immense ideological conflict and the throughgoing
interwinement of history and geography in such contestd regions brought home to
many the vast inaccuracies ans omissions caused by the previous neglect of spatiality
or spatal relations in earlier scholarship and theor“ (Telly2013:14).
Except for the above mentioned authors one of the first who emphasized the need
to discuss post-colonial countries from the alternative third space, was HomiBhabha. In
his Essay `The neweness of the world” (1994) he writes: “Although Jameson commences
by elaborating the ‘sensorium’ of the decentred, multinational network as existing somewhere beyond our perceptual, mappable experience, he can only envisage the representation of global ‘difference’ by making a renewed appeal to the mimetic .visual faculty
– this time in the name of an ‘incommensurability-vision’. What is manifestly new about
this version of international space and its social (in)visibility, is its temporal measure –
‘different moments in historical time ... jumps back and forth’. The non-synchronous temporality of global and national cultures opens up a cultural space – a third space – where
the negotiation of incommensurable differences creates a tension peculiar to borderline
existences`. (Bhabha1994: 218). Simultaneously, according to Bhabha, the third space
is an alternative to express neither East and West, nor the positions of both the colonizer
and the colonized. Rather it is a place in between the positioned and represented subjects,
the space which comprises everything covered by its contextual contents. Bhabha relies
upon Derida and explains that the third spaces represents intervals between a sign and a
signifier; while Edward Soja, postmodern political geographer and urban theorist in his
collection of works “Thirdspace: journeys to Los Angeles and other real-and-imagined
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places” (1996) indicates that Third existential dimension is now provocativlyinfusing the
traditional coupling of historicality – sociality with new modes of thinking and interpretation“ (Soja1996: 2). To be more concrete it is the space intended to think differently about
such notions as place, location, loyalty, landscape, environment, home, city, region, territory and geography. He writes: “I am suggesting that you discard old and familiar ways
of thinking about space and spatiality, but rather that you question them in new ways that
are aimed at opening up and expending imagination of spatially oriented critics than in the
prospects for richer, more innovative, and perhaps more useful ways of seeing and reading
made possible by this renewed and heighten attention to spatiality, broadly conceived”.
(Soja1996: 2)
As mentioned above, it is important that culture/literature adequately respond to
contemporary challenges so that new narratives be adopted by the culture and social institutions. Considering this based on the analysis of the novel “Santa Esperansa” by Aka
Morchiladze we aim to show how the third space, being emerged in the contemporary
Georgian fiction, addresses and/or determines the formation of the modernized national
identities in the Georgian/postcolonial literary reality. Study of this issue will enable on
the one hand to show the value of Georgian literature as the specific case of Post-Soviet/
postcolonial country in the global context, as well as in relationship with the Western literary process. On the other hand it will help to analyze self-identification issues in the local
space which are vital for Georgia as a transitional country.
Georgia represents a Post-Soviet country which gained independence in 1991 after
the break up of the Soviet Union. Since then it has experienced many difficulties with their
historical consequences. That year civil war started and the government was overthrown.
In addition to that separatist movements started and Abkhazia and Samachablo regions,
encouraged by Russia, declared themselves as independent states. Under weak governance criminal increased. Civil and secessionist armed conflicts, hard political, economic
and social situation had traumatic impact on the social consciousness. It is worth mentioning that despite these difficulties literary process did not cease. Within Georgian literary
critics Bela Tsipuria distinguishes two cultural spaces. The first one is national narrative
culture and the other one is alternative culture. She argues that during the Post-Soviet
period literary space based on national idea and traditional aesthetics maintained its effectiveness. Since the 1990s it has been obviously based on the new cultural choice made by
Georgian modernists. The choice involves activated realist aesthetics and national ideas
in response to Sovietization and Stalinist cultural policy. In post-Stalinist period this process led to the formation of national narrative culture space (wifuria2016: 119). At the
same time the characteristics of culture in alternative space involved: cultural openness,
overcoming internal barriers, remaining after the removal of the external ones; liberalization of cultural and intellectual processes; adoption of the contemporary Western experiences (wifuria 2016: 123). Accordingly we can argue that the literary product created in
Georgian cultural space was to a considerable extent a reflection of local problems and
their partial analysis. However it is also clear that the society and the culture as in all tran-
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sitional countries were under identity crisis, what hindered creation of new modernized
national narrative and new cultural space. As Bhabha points out, transmission of culture
from post-colonialstage does not require that national culture be imagined as a continuation of the authentic past. Rather “culture reaches out to create a symbolic textuality to
give the alienating everyday an aura of selfhood, a promise of pleasure.The transmission
of culturesof survival does not occur in the ordered muse imaginaire of national culture
with their claims to the continuity of authentic `past” and `living `present“. (Bhabha1994:
172). Proceeding from the above, in our case colonial/Soviet principle of historicism is
replaced by non-historicity that is typical to post-coloniality. So if we make chronological
categorization first we should deconstruct traditional cultural paradigm, which interprets
present as the legacy of the past history and experience of the society and after that we
should form new identity based on new aesthetic principles.
Aka Morchiladze is one of the most famous and influential Georgian writers known
since the 1990s. Deconstruction of national narrative culture is one of the dominant topic
of his writings and is developed in several directions. Initially he reflected on the modern
Georgian reality in his texts. His characters face daily problems and challenges of life and
often have difficulties cope with the harsh reality. Therefore they become aither hostages
of the reality, or die. Texts of this type are: “Dogs of Paliashvili Street” (2000), The Play
of Patience in August” (2001), “Paper Bullet” (2006), “Journey to Karabakh” (2004).
Between the lines one can see the effort of the author to give a thorough reflection of the
real life and stress on the emerging identity crisis, which could have created grounds for
value changes. That process would have led to the origins of new identity and narratives.
Another strategy to deconstruct the old identity and narratives is focus on the stories and events that had been marginalized from the national narrative of Soviet times. The
texts of this type are: “Flight over Madatov Island and Back”, “To Disappear on Madatov
Island”, The Whale onMadatov” (2004), “Meliksetbash Tbilisi” (2003).
According to Edward Soja, „A third existential dimension is now provocatively
infusing the traditional coupling of historicality – sociality with new modes of thinking
and interpretation… there is a growing awareness of the simultaneity and interwoven
complexity of the social the historical and the spatial their inseparability and interdependence And this three sided sensibility of spatiality –hstoricality- sociality is not only
bringing about profound change in the ways we think about space it is also beginning to
lead to major revisions in how we study history and society.“ (Soja1996: 3). This concept
is absolutely applicable to the novels by Aka Morchiladze, in which the writer evades the
real history of Georgia and offers an alternative/hypothetical version of the past. The texts
include: “Santa Esperansa”, “The Belt of Secret Keepers”, “The Shy Emerald”. Based
on these novels, we can argue that the authentic past is totally rejected in texts, in order
to avoid real life identity crisis, numerous daily problems and the past burdened with
contested ideologies and traumas.So the author imagines alternative space* Consequently
* Georgian literary criticists emphasize that Santa Esperanza is neither classic Utopy by Thomas

More and Sun City of universal happinessby Campanella, nor the human by Zamiatin, Orwell or
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an imaginary history and a new living space are created, which presumably replace the
real ones. In the preface, `Geocriticism” by Westphal, Robert Telly indicates “As Westphal points out, the referentiality of fiction (and other mimeticarts) allows it to point to a
recognizable place, real or imaginary or a bit of bothat once, while also transforming that
place, making it part of a fictional world.In this sense, geocriticism allows us to understand
“real” places by understandingtheir fundamental fictionality. And vice- versa, of course.
We understand“fictional” spaces by grasping their own levels of reality as they become
part ofour world“ (Telly, 2011: X). In author’s phantasy, Santa Esperanza is three islands
in Black Sea, where Georgians have settled since the twelfth century. The consciousness
of this society is not marked with the Soviet colonial traumatic experience. Those islands
are inhabited by the descendants of Georgians – Ioanians and Sungals _ together with
the British and Turks. So it represents an entirely different ethno-culture by its national,
ethnic, religious and cultural origins. This imaginary country can be regarded to be a transculture. Because Russia, with its political and cultural effects, is completely excluded
from the space of this imaginary country, it represents a desired country for Georgians. As
the correspondent of “24 Hours” newspaper writes to the editor, “The place is cool. I wish
Georgia were like this, damn those Russians…” (morCilaZe 2007: 18).
According to Anthony David Smith, nationalism is a form of culture, which involves
ideology, language, mythology, symbols and consciousness of a country (Smith2008:114).
Ioane Islands, i.e. Santa Esperanza, in Aka Morcihiladze’s imaginary space comprises
all these elements. There is an opening chapter in the novel, telling about the discovery
and origins of the Islands. A guidebook and maps are also enclosed for tourists.* Tourists
can get general information of Wikipedia site. Turks, Italians and the English live on the
Islands, so this is a four-language country. Four languages are taught at schools, however
it is a good manner to speak to people their own native languages. Santa Esperanza (the
capital is Saint John, or Santa City), is subject to the British Queen with a special status.
The British had had the country underleadership for 125 years and the plot of the novel
depicts the end of their governance, as they leave the county. The country is under the
control of Governor and has got Parliament. The members of the Parliament are representatives of the old noble families of the Island. There are only 18 old family names on
the Island and the older the family name, the higher is the social status. The alternative
space is represented in both synchronic present and diachronic historical prism. The space
is of hybrid nature. Three culturally different spaces coexist and mingle. They are European space (Italianand British), Asian space (Ottoman), local space (Santa Esperanzian),
which combine into one hybrid culture and enable to explain Georgian cultural and social
issues by means of the analysis of this hybrid culture. Georgian literary critics argues
that the novel makes the reader to think more on Georgia, than on Esperanza Islands.
Huksley (Kasrashvili). Therefore we find it appropriate to explain the strategy used by Aka Morchiladze by means of post-colonial methodology and refer it to the efforts for escaping from severe
reality.
* The Islands had experienced Ottoman and later British political domination.
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What is more, if we join the maps of these islands, we will see reversed map pf Georgia.
The Utopia of Aka Morchiladzelooks like the dream of the East Germany’s population
about the West Germany during forty years of communist governance, or that of North
Koreans about the South, which once used to be the part of them, but now is somehow
forgotten, better and desired, it is close, but simultaneously is unattainable. Thus his is
entirely a fictional country, a better, European Georgia and it is wholly owned by Aka
Morchiladze”(qasraSvili,2011). As Literary scholar Zaza Shatirishvili points out, Santa
Esperanza is an alternative history of Georgia (SaTiriSvili, 2005).
The Islands have their own myths and symbols related to the last governor Ali Bay
Chibukh*. The parts of the broken pipe ares scattered around the Island and create a certain
type of common myth. The population thinks that those who own more number of pipe
parts, should have more rights to govern the Island. This myth has actuality in the novel,
namely, the end of civil war symbolically leads to mending the pipe into a whole. Its lost
parts are found at AgatiaTsikhistavi’s place, who is the descendant of the last governor Ali
Bay, so the pipe is pieced together at the Museum.
There are several storylines in the novel. One of the existing cultures in Santa Esperanza is cards game Inti, which actually is a simulation of life based on the principles
of attack and self-defense**. The structure of the novel follows the structure of the cards
game, comprises four chapters and there are none stories in each chapter. The stories are
ordered both vertically and horizontally and enable to form many combination. Inti, by
the author’s definition, means escape. It is not only playing for the sake of money, rather
it is unexpired world and the greatest invention born in Santa Esperanza and expresses
their philosophy of life and progress (morCilaZe2007: 67). In general, people of Santa
Esperanza represent a society, whose consciousness has been formed under the influence
of defense/self- preservation ideology (Georgian consciousness has been also formed under similar circumstances). Visramian Family member lives are shown as the examples
of these defense strategies. There are two opposite strategies. The first belongs to the
whole ancestral and its head KonstantineVisramian. They are representatives one of the
ancient and distinguished family names of the Island. They own a separate Island which is
very difficult to enter. There are only tourist routes. They marry only Georgians and think
* According to the author, the Island was discovered in the 12th century by the Kings of Georgia and some villages were moved there during the assaults of Mongolians. There was a defensive fortress on the Island, governed
by Tsikhistavi. Later due to the deteriorated political situation Georgia lost control over the Islands. Tsikhistavi
leaders became Governors and got subject to The Ottoman Empire. The Ottomans left control of the Islands at
the disposal of Archilians, however required that they should have changed their denomination. Ali Bay, same
as Osman Bay was the last Tsikhistavi of the Island, who resigned and settled in the village. The only person
he contacted was a servant, Basila, who lived on the nearby Island. According the legend Ali Bay smoked the
longest pipe with its end on another Island. The servant Basila lighted the pipe. One day Basila refused to light
the pipe, Ali Bay broke the pipe and disappeared. There were several mythical versions of why and where he
disappeared. The very pieces of pipe here scattered around the Island.
** In the beginning the game was called “L” “Ombre”, and later it was named as Megrelian Inti, “because there
used to be cases, when losers threw the cards away and left angrily, what supposedly was due to the temperament
of Ioanians. “Inti”,” Inti” words were often addressed the losers, that means “do as the formers and run away.”
In general Inti was established in such a way, that it meant survival from losing.
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that the main virtues are their ethnic origin and pureness of blood. That is why they call
themselves “preserved” what is a form of protecting identity. There is waiting rock on the
Island. As the Eldest of the Family KonstantineVisramian mentions, “ the members of our
family always came here, watched the Sea, waited for a sign from their great Homeland,
Georgia. Visramians never forgot who they are” (morCilaZe2007: 137).
Georgia is the part of the Soviet Union and the closed border hinder communication. Therefore, Visramian Family members often have to kidnap Georgians, or they marry
any ethically Georgian person, who happens to be on the Island. These approach which is
free from any kind of feeling and relationship, destroys the lives of not only these people,
but also affects the life on the Island. Visramians think that they are the most appropriate
candidates to undertake control over the Island after the British leave. While the British
intend to maintain constitutional monarchy on the Island and crown AgatiaTsikhistavi (the
descendant of Ali Bay) as the Monarch with limited power. Turks, Russians, a Georgians
and even Americans knew about the plan. The main thing was that the rest of Esperanza
family names were not against it. It was the optimal solution to the problem, accepted by
all the parties, except for Visramians, so they choose to revolt and with the help of Sungals a civil war starts. The other defensive strategy, opposite to that of Visramians, is the
position by Data Visramian, who lives separately from the Family and does not identifies
himself with them. Therefore his identity is also in crisis. He is Inti player and in love with
a wistful woman, what is not acceptable within their circle*. His strategy of life repeats the
defensive strategy of Inti, and when his Family members start the war, he leaves the Island
with his Catholic Monk friend. This is the only survival for him. Interestingly KonstantineVisramian gives the similar advice to Data, who on the edge of death realizes the dismal
outcomes of his undertaking. It is noteworthy that Data’s position coincides with that of
the author. The characters runs away from the Island, while the author runs away from the
reality and tries to create alternative narrative and identity in imaginary space.**
Obviously, contemporary Western culture requires from other cultures that they
focus on the present time and construct new identities in the context of global and local
changes, where topics and characters, marginalized from the history, re-appear as the acting subjects of global narratives. The analysis of the texts by Aka Morchiladze shows,
thatliterature makes efforts to overcome periphery-associated barriers and integrate itself
with the Western cultural space. The evidence for that is the search for ways to deconstruct
traditional Georgian cultural paradigm and identities given in Georgian literary texts. It
is also clear the search for new national identities in Georgian literary narratives is under
transition and thus represents an unfinished process.

* Wistfulness is another culture on the Island. Women sing at closed club type institutions and help

the audience to achieve mental catharsis.

** Interestingly, Aka Morchiladze is an emigrant writer and lives in Great Britain.
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(saqarTvelo)

mesame sivrcis Seqmna rogorc nacionaluri narativisgan
Tavis daRwevis mcdeloba*
reziume

sakvanZo sityvebi: mesame sivrce, nacionaluri narativi. identobis krizisi.
Tanamedrove etapze dasavluri kulturis erT-erT mTavar interess sxva kulturebisadmi ganapirobebs dakvirveba da analizi am
procesebisa, Tu ramdenad axerxeben isini awmyo droze fokusirebas da
axali identobebis globaluri da lokaluri cvlilebebis konteqstSi
agebas, sadac aqamde istoriidan marginalizebuli Temebi da xasiaTebi
SeZlebden globaluri narativis subieqtebad qcevas. statiis mizania,
Tanamedrove qarTveli mwerlis aka morCilaZis romanis `santa esper* publikacia momzadda DSoTa rusTavelis erovnuli samecniero fondis finansuri mxardaWeriT.
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ansa” analiziT, vaCvenoT, Tanamedrove qarTul mxatvrul narativSi
gaCenili mesame sivrce ramdenad miemarTeba da/an ganapirobebs qarTul postkoloniur sinamdvileSi nacionaluri modernizebuli identobebis formirebis process da ra mizans emsaxureba mwerlobis mier
amgvari sivrcis konstruireba.
aRniSnuli sakiTxis kvleva SesaZleblobas mogvcems, erTi mxriv,
warmovaCinoT qarTuli mwerlobis rogorc postsabWoTa/postkoloniuri qveynis specifikuri gamocdilebis Rirebuleba globalur konteqstSi, dasavlur literaturul procesTan mimarTebiT da meore mxriv,
movaxdinoT lokalur sivrceSi im TviTedentifikaciuri sakiTxebis
da problemebis analizi, romelTa gansazRvrac sasicocxlod mniSvnelovania garadamaval etapze myofi qveynisTvis.
rogorc postkolonializmis erT-erTi aRiarebuli Teoretikosi
homi bhabha miuTiTebs koloniuri sazogadoebebis gamocdilebaSi yvelgan tipuria, rom `kultura gadarCenis arakomfortul da Semawuxebel
praqtikad iqca“ (Bhabha 1994:175), raSic avtori gulisxmobs, rom postkoloniuri qveynebis kultura gadaitvirTa `gadarCenis ideologiiT”
Seqmnili prduqtiT. Cvens SemTxvevaSi sabWoTa perioodSi es maxasiaTebeli miemarTeba nacionaluri narativis kulturas, ramac postsabWoTa
etapidan, faqtobrivad, axali, modernizebuli nacionaluri narativis
Seqmna gaarTula. meore mxriv, swored am rTuli gamocdilebis dasaZlevad da dasavlur kulturul procesTan adaptaciisaTvis damuSavebulia araerTi Teoria, romelTa meSveobiTac periferiuli kulturebis
analizi amartivebs maT erTian globalur narativSi CarTvas. erT–erTi
aseTi meTodi gulisxmobs kulturebis Seswavlas ara nacionaluri teritoriebisa da eTnikurobis mixediT, aramed kulturTa analizs sivrciTi faqtoris gaTvaliswinebiT. aseTi meTodiT kulturisa da literaturis Seswavlas gvTavzobs bernrd vestfalis mier damuSavebuli
`geokriticizmi“ (2007), romelic literaturis kvlevebs geografiul
sivrceebTn akavSirebs, literaturisa da kulturis kvlevebSi sivrculobis cnebas aqtiurd iyenebs literatori robert teli `Spatiality“
(2013) Tumca, garda zemoCamoTvlili atorebisa, erT-erTi pirveli,
vinc postkoloniur kvlevebSi alternatul mesame sivrcis perspeqtiidan Seswavlaze gaamaxvila yuradReba gaxldaT homi bhabha. bhabhas
mixedviT, mesame sivrce ar aris orivesTvis kolonizatoris da kolonizebulisaTvis an aRmosavleTis da dasavleTis gamoxatvis alternatiuli pozicia. es ufro aris pozicionirebul subieqtsa da reperzentirebul subieqts Soris adgili, sivrce, romelic mTeli Tavisi
konteqstualuri SinaarsiT, miemarTeba yvelas, romelsac es Sinaarsi
exeba. bhabha eyrdnoba deridas da ganmartavs, rom mesame sivrce es aris
Sualedebi niSansa da aRmniSvnels Soris. xolo edvard sojapostmoer-
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nuli politikuri geografiisa da urbanuli Teoriis avtori krebulSi
`Third space:Journeys to Los Angeles and Other Real-and-Imagined Places” (1996).
SeniSnavs, rom mesame sivrce es aris gamiznulad Seqmnili sacdeli eqsperimentuli termini, imisaTvis, rom vifiqroT gansxvavebulad iseT
cnebebze, rogoricaa: adgili, lokacia loaluroba, landSafti, garemo, saxli, qalaqi, regioni, teritoria da geografia da sxva.
edvard sojas mixedviT, sivrcisa da sivrculobis analizi xSirad
SeiZleba airios da daupirispirdes tradiciis konstruqts, romelic
mimdinare etapze veRar amowuravs Secvlili konteqstiT gaTvalswinebiT aqtualuri sakiTxebis arssa da specifikas. amdenad ufro da
ufro marTebuli xdeba axali sivrculi gagebis Semotana kulturaTa
analizisTvis, imisTvis, rom SevinarCunoT Cveni Tanamedrove sivrculobis cnobireba Cveni geografiuli kritikuli warmosaxva SemoqmedebiTad unda gavxsnaT, xelaxala ganvsazRvroT axali mimarTulebebi da SevewinaaRmdegoT nebismier mcdelobas, rom davaviwrovoT an
SevzRudoT misi Tvalsawieri (Soja 1996: 2) .
am koncefciaSi Tavisuflad Tavsdeba aka morCilaZis iseTi romanebi, romelSic mwerali gverds uvlis saqarTvelos realur istorias da gvTavazobs warsulis alternatiul/hipoTetur versias aseTi
nawarmoebebia `santa esperansa“, mesaidumlis qamari“, `moridebuli
zurmuxti“, swored am romanebis safuZvelze SegviZlia vTqvaT, rom
qarTul literaturul gamocdilebaSi gardamaval etapze realur
sivrceSi gaCenili identobis krizisisgan Tavis dasaRwevad imisTvis,
rom gverdi avuaroT uamaravi yofiTi problemebiT damZimebul realur sivrces, aseve mravalgvari, umtes SemTxvevaSi, winaaRmdegobrivi
ideologiebiT damZimebul da travmirebul warsul sivrces, ugulebelyofilia mTlianad auTenturi istoriul warsuli da xdeba avtoris
mer alternatiuli sivrcis warmosaxva/gamogoneba. iqmneba axali warmosaxviTi istoria, romliTac TiTqos nacvldeba realuri sivrce. santa
esperansa es avtoris fantaziiT Seqmnili, Sav zRvaSi mdebare sami kunZulia, romelzc qarTvelebi me-12 saukunidan dasaxldnen, Sesabamisad,
am sazogadoebis cnobiereba CvenTvis Zalian nacnobi sabWoTa koloniuri travmuli gamocdilebiT ar aris damZimebuli. am kunZulebze
cxovroben qarTvelTa STamomavlebi – ioanelebi da sungalebi –aseve,
britanelebi, italielebi, Turqebi, es aris nacionaluri, religiuri,
eTnikuri, kulturuli kuTvnilebiT sruliad gansxvavebuli xalxebis
saerTo kultura – SeiZleba iTqvas, transkultura. am warmosaxviTi
qveynis sivrceSi mTlianad amoricxuli aris ruseTi Tavisi kulturuli, politikuri galenebiT, amdenad qarTvelebisTvis sasurvel qveynas
warmoadgens.
entoni devid smitis mixedviT, nacionalizmi es aris aris kulturis forma – romelic moicavs qveynis ideologias, enas, miTologias,
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simbolizmsa da cnobierebas. (smiti 2008:114). aka morCilaZis mier warmosaxul sivrceSi Seqmnili qveyana ioanes kunZlebi igive santa esperansa yvela am komponents moicavs. romans dasawyisSi erTvis calke Tavi,
romelSic mocemulia kunZulis aRmoCenisa da daaarsebis istoria, aseve
darTuli aqvs gzamkvlevebi turistebisaTvis, mocemulia kunZulebis
ruka, zogadi informaciis misaRebad turistebisaTvis miTiTebulia
vikipedias gverdi. kunZulze cxovroben Turqebi, italielebi da ingliselebi, Sesabamisad, es aris oTxenovani qveyana. skolaSic oTxi ena
iswavleba, Tumca Tanamosaubresan mis mSobliur enaze gamolaparakeba
karg tonad iTvleba. santa esperansa (dedaqalaqi sent joni igive santasiti). britaneTis dedoflis qveSevrdomia gansakuTrebuli statusiT,
maT 125 wlis winaT gadaecaT marTvis uflebiT es qveyana, da romanSi
ganviTarebuli siuJeti im dros emTxveva, rodesac britanelebis politikuri mmarTveloba sruldeba da isini qveynidan gadian. qveynas ganagebs gubernatori da hyavs parlamenti, romlis delegatebi kunZulze
mcxovrebi Zveli sagvareulos wevrebi arian, aseTi Zveli gvarebi ki sul
18-ia. (gvaris siZvele, aseve, socialur statuszec miniSnebs). romanSi
alternatiuli sivrce iSleba rogorc sinqronul awmyo, ise diaqronul
istoriul WrilSi, moTxrobilia kunZulis aRmoCenis, daarsebis istoria me–12 saukunidan dRemde. es sivrce, hibriduli Sinaarsisaa am
kunZulze sami, kulturli identobis TvalsazrisiT, sruliad gansxvavebuli kulturuli sivrceebi Tanaarsebobs da erwymis erTmaneTs.
evropuli sivrce (italiuri (jenovuri) da britanuli), aziur sivrce
(osmaluri), lokaluri/santa-esperansuli sivrce, romlebic mTlianobaSi erT saerTo hibriduli kulturas qmnis da amavdroulad SesaZleblobas iZleva Tanamedrove qrTuli kulturisa da socialuri sivrcis problemebi avxsnaT am sivrcis analziT. qarTul saliteraturo
kritikaSi gamoTqmulia mosazreba, rom romani `saqarTveloze ufro
dagvafiqrebs, vidre esperansas kunZulebze. miT umetes, am kunZulebs
Tuki SevaerTebT rukaze da kargad davakvirdebiT, Sebrunebul saqarTvelos rukas davinaxavT“. (qasraSvili 2011). xolo literaturaTmcodne
zaza SaTiriSvili miuTiTebs, rom santa esperansa aris saqarTvelos
alternatiuli istoria. (SaTiriSvili 2008).
kunZuls aqvs Tavisi miTebi da simboloebi, romelic kunZulis
bolo mmarTvelis ali-beis Cibuxs ukavSirdeba. damtvreuli Ciuxis
nawilebi, romlebic kunZulze aris gabneuli da erTgvar saerTo miTs
qmnis. macxovreblebs miaCniaT, rom visTanac meti nawilia es met uflebebs aniWebs kunZulis politikur marTvaSi. es miTi romanis siuJetSi
qmediTia, kerZod, santa esperansaSi wamowyebuli samoqalqo omi sruldeba da simbolurad mTliandeba Cibuxic, romlis dakarguli nawilebs,
aRmoaCenen kunZulis bolo mmarTvelis ali beis STamomaval agaTia
cixisTavis mflobelobaSi, sabolood, es Cibuxi muzeumSi mTliandeba.
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romanSi ramdenime siuJeturi xazi viTardeba santa esperansaze arsebul kulturaTagan erT–erTi gaxlavT banqos TamaSi inti, romelic,
faqtobrivad, cxorebis simulaciaa da Tadasxma–Tavdacvis principiT
iTamaSeba. romanis struqtura agebulia banqos struqturis mixedviT,
Sedgeba oTxi Tavisagan da TiToeul TavSi cxra ambavia moTxrobili. ambebi dalagebulia rogorc vertikaluri, aseve, horizontaluri mimarTulebiT da mravali kombinaciisa da kompoziciis awyobis SesaZleblobas iZleva. inti, rogorc avtori ganmartavs, gaqcevas niSnavs. `inti
ar aris mxolod fulze TamaSi. es aris amouwuravi samyaro da yvelze
didi gamogoneba, romelic iSva santa esperansaSi da romelic gamoxatas
iqauri cxorebisa da winsvlis filosofias“ (morCilaZe 2006:67) zogadad santa esperanselebi warmoadgenen iseT sazogadoebas, romelTa
cnobirebebac saukuneebis ganmavlobaSi Tavdacva/gadarCenis ideologiis gamomuaSavebaSi formirdeboda (aseTive garemoebebSi yalibdeboda qarTuli cnobierebac). es TavdacviTi cxovrebiseuli strategiebi
romanaSi visramianebis sagvareulos wevrebis cxovrebis magaliTzea
naCvenebi. aq ori erTmaneTis swinaaRmdego strategiaa ganviTarebuli erTi ekuTvnis mTlianad sagvareulos da maTi gvaris ufross konstantine visramins visraminebi erT-erT yvelaz Zveli da gamorCeuli
gvaria kunZulze. isini floben calke kunZuls, romelze SeRweva arc
Tu ise iolia, amisTvis arsebobs mxolod turistuli marSrutebi, qorwindebian mxolod qarTvelebze da TavinT mTavar Rirsebad eTnikuri
warmoamavlobisa da sisxlis siwmindis dacva miaCniaT. amis gamo isini
sakuTar Tavs `Senaxulebs“ uwodeben, radgan am formiT isini icaven sakuTar identobas. maT kunZulze arsebobs lodinis koncxi. rogorc gvaris uxucesi konstantine visramiani aRniSnavs: `aq yovelTvis modiodnen Cveni gvaris Svilebi da gascqerodnen zRvas, moelodnen niSans didi
samSoblodan, saqarTvelodan, visramianebs arasodes daviwyniaT vin
arian“ (morCilaZe 2006:137) saqarTvelo sabWoTa kavSiris SemadgenobaSia da Sesabamisad, Caketili sazRvrebi komunikacias arTulebs. amitom
visramianT sagvareulos wevrebs xSirad uwevT qveynidan qarTvelebis
motaceba an nebismier, SemTxveviT kunZulze aRmoCil eTnikurad qarTvelze qorwindebian. aseTi midgomebi ki, romelic yovelgvar grZnobas
da urTierTobas gamoricxavs, saboloo jamSi, ara mxolod am adamianTa
cxovrebas angrevs, mTlianad kunZulis cxovrebasac cvlis. amitom visramianebs miaCniaT, rom britanelebis kunZulidan wasvlis Semdeg, isini
yelaze Sesaferisi kandidatebi arian, sakuTar Tavze aiRon kunZulis
marTva. britanelebis politikuri Canafiqri ki gaxldaT, kunZulze
SeenarCunebinaT konstituciuri monarqia da agaTia cixisTavi (ali
beis STamomavali) ekurTxebinaT SezRuduli mmarTvelobis monarqad.
es gegma icodnen Turqebmac, rusebmac, qarTvelebmac da amerikelebmac
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ki. es gaxldaT sakiTxis optimaluri gadawyveta da yvela mxarisaTvis
misaRebi, garda visramanebisa. amitom isini amboxis gazas irCeven da sungalebis daxmarebiT wamoiwyeben samoqalqo oms.
meore TavdacviTi strategia, romelic romanSi visramianTa
strategias upirispirdeba gxlavT daTa visramianis pozicia, romelic
gvarisgan gancalkevebiT cxovrebs da maTTan identobis gancda ar aqvs.
misi identobac krizisulia im TvalsazrisiT, rom sakuTar ojaxTan
ver axerxebs identificirebas, aris intis moTamSe Tavdacvis xaziT da
uyvars modarde qali, rac aseve miRebuli toni ar aris maT wreSi. misi
cxovrebiseuli pozicia intis TavdacviT strategias mihyeba da rodesac misi gvari oms wamoiwyebs, is Tavis kaTolike ber megobarTan erTad garbis kunZulidan, rac misTvis gadarCenis erTaderTi gzaa. sxvaTa Soris, daTas imave rCevas aZlevs konstantine visraminic, romelic
sikvdilis piras myofi sabolood gaacniobirebs skuTari wamowyebis
savalalo Sedegebs. SeiZleba vTqvaT, rom daTas es pozicia emTxeva avtoris pozicias – personaJi garbis kunZulidan, rom gadarCes, avtori
ki garbis realobidan da warmosaxviT samyaroSi cdilobs, alternatuli identoba da narativi Seqmnas.
cxadia, rom Tanamedrove dasavluri kulturis da, maT Soris,
mwerlobis moTxovna sxva kulturebisadmi, aris, SeZlon awmyo droze
fokusireba da axali identobebis globaluri da lokaluri cvlilebebis konteqstSi ageba; sadac aqamde istoriidan marginalizebuli
Temebi da xasiaTebi SeZleben globaluri narativis subieqtebad qcevas. Aaka morCilaZis teqstebis analiziT, cxadi xdeba, rom mwerloba
cdilobs daZlios periferiulobis barieri da SeZlos dasavlur
kulturul sivrceSi Tavis damkvidreba. mis dasturia mwerlis mier
tradiciuli qarTulinacionaluri kulturuli paradigmnisa da narativis dekonstruqciis gzebis Zieba literaturuli teqstebiT, Tumca
isic cxadia, rom Tanamedrove qarTul samwerlobo narativSi axali nacionaluri identobebis Ziebis procesi kvlav tranzitulobis periods
gadis da jer dausrulebeli procesia.
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